Scalloped Binding
Begin by MARKING your curved lines on the quilt, as shown by the yellow line in the bottom of the photo The
key here is NOT TO CUT the curve, just mark it. If you cut the curve, then you have to sew next to a stretchy,

bias curved edge. NOT FUN.

Begin sewing along the curve by lining up the raw edge of the binding with the drawn line.

Sew until you reach the top inside point of the scallop. This point will be a seam allowance width above the
drawn line. It is easier to show this with a photo of how it looks after it is sewn. See the red dot on the top

inside point of the binding? That is where you will stop and pivot.
Now, back to that pivot point – be sure to stop with your needle DOWN, as shown, then turn the quilt so you
are ready to sew along the next part of the curve.

Next, use your fingers to swing the binding over to meet the drawn line. The key here is NOT to get a tuck
along the left side of the needle, but you will have one along the right side.

I usually use the point of my seam ripper to assist in getting the tuck of the fabric underneath the foot of my
machine, like this.

If you have done it correctly, it will look like this: See – there is no tuck in the fabric above your sewing line,
but there is a tuck to the bottom side.

Still with me?
This is how it will look after you fold the binding fabric over the sewing line. See that nice little mitered
corner?

If your binding looks as shown so far, you can continue sewing along the drawn line, making the swoop along
the large outside curve. The trick to this part, is to work in a little excess fabric along the bottom of the curve as
shown. See the slight excess fabric ripple along the folded edge of the binding?

This part takes a little bit of practice. You need to get just the right amount of extra fabric for the curve. With
really round curves, you will need to work in more excess fabric than if you have a flatter curve. I usually sew
one curve first, then cut off the excess fabric so I can fold the binding to the back side and see if the curve lays
flat.
Repeat until you have bound along all the curves as shown. Now you can cut along the drawn line, so you are
ready to hand-stitch around the curves.

Before you get to that inside mitered corner, flip the quilt over so the front side is facing up. Pin the miter in
place from the front side of the quilt as shown. (this is a different quilt and a different angle, but it is still the
same technique)

Turn the quilt over so the back side is facing up and stitch to the miter as shown. Notice how the pin is still in
the front side of the miter, holding everything in place while you are stitching.

Bring the needle up inside the point as shown and do a couple of tacking stitches. If you don’t do this, the miter
will just pull out after the pin is removed and you will never get it back in place!! I have learned this from
personal experience ;-(

This photo shows doing the tacking stitches from the front side of the quilt. After the tacking stitches are
done, continue toward the next miter.

